Key Points, Action Items and Assignments:

- WestConnect will follow up with the CAISO on their interest in providing input to WestConnect’s “Committed Uses” scenario.
- WestConnect will follow up with the CAISO and/or the California Public Utilities Commission Staff on the New Mexico wind resource assumptions to be modeled in the CAISO 2020-2021 transmission planning process base case(s).
- The Western Planning Regions will compare when (timing of) scenarios are considered as part of their individual regional planning processes, how scenarios are identified/defined/prioritized, and consider if/how to coordinate regarding proposed scenarios with interregional themes to help inform decision-making within the regional processes.
- Identify a host Western Planning Region for the 2021 Interregional Coordination Meeting and set the date of the meeting. *Meeting tentatively set for February 25, 2021.*